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Abstract. The Enhanced Pay-Per-View (EPPV) model for
providing continuous-media services associates with each
continuous-media clip a display frequency that depends on
the clip’s popularity. The aim is to increase the number of
clients that can be serviced concurrently beyond the capac-
ity limitations of available resources, while guaranteeing a
constraint on the response time. This is achieved by sharing
periodic continuous-media streams among multiple clients.
The EPPV model offers a number of advantages over other
data-sharing schemes (e.g., batching), which make it more
attractive to large-scale service providers. In this paper, we
provide a comprehensive study of the resource-scheduling
problems associated with supporting EPPV for continuous-
media clips with (possibly) different display rates, frequen-
cies, and lengths. Our main objective is to maximize the
amount of disk bandwidth that is effectively scheduled under
the given data layout and storage constraints. Our formula-
tion gives rise toNP -hard combinatorial optimization prob-
lems that fall within the realm of hard real-time scheduling
theory. Given the intractability of the problems, we propose
novel heuristic solutions with polynomial-time complexity.
We also present preliminary experimental results for the av-
erage case behavior of the proposed scheduling schemes and
examine how they compare to each other under different
workloads. A major contribution of our work is the introduc-
tion of a robust scheduling framework that, we believe, can
provide solutions for a variety of realistic EPPV resource-
scheduling scenarios, as well as any scheduling problem in-
volving regular, periodic use of a shared resource. Based
on this framework, we propose various interesting research
directions for extending the results presented in this paper.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and related work

Next-generation database systems will need to provide sup-
port for various forms of multimedia data such as images,
video, and audio. Multimedia data types differ from conven-
tional alphanumeric data in their characteristics, and hence
require different techniques for their organization and man-
agement. Of these new data types,continuous-media(CM)
data (video and audio) present a major challenge, since they
consist ofstreamsof media quanta (video frames or audio
samples) that must be delivered in a timely fashion. Hence,
in contrast to traditional storage managers, a CM storage
server needs to ensure that the retrieval and storage of such
CM streams proceed at their pre-specified real-time rates.

A CM server, like any other storage server, has a limited
amount of resources (e.g., memory, disk/network bandwidth,
and disk storage), which places a hard limit on the number
of streams that can be simultaneously delivered. Thus, it
is a challenging problem to design effective resource man-
agement algorithms that can provide on-demand support for
a large number of concurrent CM clients. For many appli-
cation environments, like movies-on-demand, a CM server
typically needs to sustain levels of concurrency that far ex-
ceed the limits imposed by available resource capacities.
This means that the conventionalrandom access(or, fully
interactive) service model that places resource reservations
to allocate independent physical channels for each client can-
not possibly provide cost-effective solutions in such envi-
ronments (̈Ozden et al. 1994, 1995a). As a result, several
data-sharing techniques have been proposed in the litera-
ture for increasing the number of concurrent clients beyond
the capacity limitations of available resources:

– Batching(Aggarwal et al. 1996a, 1996b; Dan et al. 1994;
Shachnai and Yu 1995) allows several clients waiting in
the server’s queue for the same CM clip to share the
same stream.

– Buffering (or, Bridging) (Kamath et al. 1995;̈Ozden et
al. 1995c; Shi and Ghandeharizadeh 1997) uses extra
memory buffers in a controlled fashion to allow requests
that arrive with a small phase difference with respect to
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the start of a stream to fetch their data blocks directly
from memory (i.e., with no disk access).

– Piggybacking(Golubchik et al. 1996) allows clients to
view the same clip at different display speeds, so that,
eventually, they can catch up with each other and share
the same stream.

– Enhanced Pay-Per-View (EPPV)(or, Periodic) service
(Özden et al. 1994; Garofalakis et al. 1997) assigns each
clip a retrieval period, typically determined by the clip’s
popularity. Streams retrieving a clip are initiated period-
ically at offsets equal to the clip’s retrieval period and
multiple clients can share the same stream1.

Work on batching has typically concentrated on different
disciplines for scheduling requests from the server’s queue.
The goal is to strike a balance between: (1) fairness, (2)
minimizing average waiting time, and (3) minimizing client
reneging probability (i.e., the probability that a client’s re-
quest is cancelled due to excessive waiting). Scheduling dis-
ciplines like FCFS, Maximum Queue Length (MQL), and
Maximum Factored Queue Length (MFQ) have been pro-
posed and evaluated using simulation models (Aggarwal et
al. 1996a; Dan et al. 1994). The main problem with these
batching policies is that they areunpredictable, in the sense
that they cannot offer a guaranteed upper bound on how long
a client request must wait in the queue. Furthermore, results
on the behavior of such policies (either analytical or by sim-
ulation) are typically based on specific probabilistic models
of “customer-reneging behavior” whose accuracy is often
questionable in practice. Buffering is based on the idea that
it is possible to trade extra memory for reduced bandwidth
demand. This is a very general approach that is orthogonal
to other data-sharing schemes and, consequently, can be in-
corporated into batching, piggybacking, or EPPV, as an ad-
ditional optimization (e.g., to facilitate VCR functionality).
However, we should note that with current hardware pricing
and stream parameters, trading memory for disk bandwidth
is often a losing proposition (Leung et al. 1997). Piggy-
backing uses the fact that small differences in the display
rates (e.g., deviations of at most 5% from the normal dis-
play rate) are not perceived by the viewer. Nevertheless, the
idea raises difficult implementation issues when MPEG-like
compression is used, because of inter-frame dependencies.

Compared to other data-sharing schemes (most notably
batching), EPPV service offers the advantage ofpredictabil-
ity – the response time for transmission of a clip to a client
is bounded by the clip’s retrieval period2. This retrieval pe-
riod is typically determined by the service provider, based on
factors such as clip popularity, legal/financial constraints on
the distribution rights of a clip, and specific programming
choices. Because of the regular pattern of clip retrievals,
clients can be informed of the exact time that a specific trans-
mission will start. Thus, even when resources are scarce,
the EPPV service model can guaranteepredictableresponse
times for all incoming requests. An additional benefit of the

1 Depending on the underlying networking technology, clips can be de-
livered to clients via uni, multi, or broadcast channels.

2 In existing television terminology, the term “Pay-Per-View” refers to
both a prescheduled playback program and a certain pricing mechanism.
We refer to our service model as EPPV to emphasize the scheduling aspect
of the service without constraining its pricing mechanism.

regularity of EPPV service is that it can also support user
interaction through VCR-like operations (Almeroth and Am-
mar 1996;Özden et al. 1996b). From the service provider’s
perspective, a desirable feature the regular structure of EPPV
service is that it simplifies the periodic scheduling of live
events, such as news and sports events, into the program.

Because of the advantages outlined above and its poten-
tial to provide scalable, cost-effective CM offerings, EPPV
is quickly becoming the service model of choice for tele-
com, cable, broadcast, and content companies (e.g., PRE-
CEPT Software). Realizing this potential, however, requires
schemes for effectively scheduling the available disk band-
width and storage capacity, so that high levels of concur-
rency and system utilization can be sustained. Two phenom-
ena make this a challenging problem — the periodic nature
of EPPV service and the relatively high latencies of mag-
netic disk storage. The periodicity of clip retrievals in EPPV
servers generates a host of difficult periodic task-scheduling
problems that fall within the realm of hard real-time schedul-
ing theory (Liu and Layland 1973). The high disk latencies
complicate effective utilization of disk bandwidth and stor-
age with reasonable amounts of buffer space, which is an
important cost factor in CM server design. The use of mul-
tiple disks to handle the high storage volume and bandwidth
requirements of CM data exacerbates the problem. Thus, the
need for intelligent scheduling mechanisms becomes more
pronounced as the scale of the system increases.

Despite the importance of the resource-scheduling prob-
lem for EPPV service, prior work has typically concentrated
on other issues such as data layout schemes to efficiently
support periodic retrieval (̈Ozden et al. 1994, 1995a) and
support for VCR functionality under EPPV (Almeroth and
Ammar 1996; Leung et al. 1997). Abram-Profeta and Shin
(1997) used simple queuing models to solve the problem of
assigning optimal retrieval periods to the set of clips stored
at an EPPV server. Their models assume that all clips have
the same length and display rate requirementand ignore
multi-disk data organization issues. None of the above ef-
forts has considered the general problem of EPPV resource-
scheduling and, consequently, they can be viewed as or-
thogonal to our work. A restricted form of the problem that
assumes all clips to haveidentical display rates and similar
lengths was addressed in the work ofÖzden et al. (1997).

1.2 Our contributions

In this paper, we address the resource-scheduling problems
associated with supporting EPPV service in their most gen-
eral form. We present a scheduling framework that handles
CM data with (possibly) different display rates (depending
on the media type and/or the compression scheme), different
periods (depending on the popularity of a clip), and arbitrary
lengths. Given a hardware configuration and a collection of
clips to be scheduled, we present schemes for determining
a schedulable subset of clips under different assumptions
about data layout.

– Clustering. Each disk is viewed as an independent stor-
age unit; that is, the data of each clip is stored on a single
disk and multiple clips can be clustered on each disk. De-
spite its conceptual simplicity, clustered placement can
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suffer from disk bandwidth and storage fragmentation,
leading to underutilization of available resources.

– Striping. Each clip’s data is declustered over all avail-
able disks. Striping schemes eliminate disk storage frag-
mentation. On the other hand, as we will see, striping
significantly increases the complexity of scalable and
cost-effective EPPV services.

In each case, our main objective is to maximize the amount
of disk bandwidth that is effectively scheduled under the
given layout and storage constraints. This is typically the sit-
uation facing large-scale CM servers that periodically need
to re-schedule their offerings to adapt to a changing audi-
ence, content, and popularity profile3(Little and Venkatesh
1995; PRECEPT Software 1998). For the clustering scheme,
we formulate these optimization problems as generalized
variants of the 0/1 knapsack problem (Ibarra and Kim 1975;
Lawler 1979; Sahni 1975). Since the problems are clearly
NP -hard, we present provably near-optimal heuristics with
low polynomial-time complexity. We then present two al-
ternative schemes for striping clips.Fine-grained striping
(FGS) views the entire disk array as a single large disk in a
manner similar to the RAID-3 data organization (Özden et
al. 1995d; Patterson et al. 1998). This scheme is conceptu-
ally simple and significantly reduces the complexity of the
relevant resource-scheduling problems. Nevertheless, FGS
suffers from increased disk latency overheads that render it
impractical, especially for large disk arrays.Coarse-grained
striping (CGS)is based on a round-robin distribution of clip
data across the disks and has the potential of offering much
better scalability and disk utilization than FGS. This, how-
ever, comes at the cost of the more sophisticated schedul-
ing methods required to support periodic stream retrieval.
Specifically, we demonstrate that the scheduling problems
involved in supporting the EPPV service model under the
CGS data layout are non-trivial generalizations of the pe-
riodic maintenance scheduling problem (PMSP) (Wei and
Liu 1983). Given that PMSP is known to beNP -complete
in the strong sense (Baruah et al. 1990), we propose novel
heuristic algorithms for scheduling the periodic retrieval of
coarse-grained striped clips. We follow a two-step approach.
First, we introduce the novel concept of ascheduling tree
structure and demonstrate its use in obtaining collision-free
schedules for periodic maintenance. Next, we extend our def-
initions and algorithms to handle the more complex problems
introduced by the periodic retrieval under CGS. Thus, our
work also contributes to the area of hard real-time schedul-
ing theory by proposing the scheduling tree structure and
algorithms as a new approach to periodic maintenance. We
also present a scheme for packing multiple scheduling trees
to effectively utilize disk bandwidth and storage, and show
that all the scheduling problems examined in this paper can
be seen as special cases of this general packing formulation.
Finally, we present a set of preliminary experimental results
that compare the average performance of the schemes pro-
posed in this paper and confirm the superiority of the “CGS

3 A related problem iscapacity planning.Given a fixed user profile, de-
termine the minimum system configuration that can accommodate it. This
problem is essentially dual to ours, and we believe that most of our tech-
niques are applicable. We will not address capacity planning further in this
paper.

+ Scheduling Trees” combination under different workloads.
We believe that our proposed scheduling tree framework is a
powerful tool, applicable to any scenario involving regular,
periodic use of a shared resource. A prototype implementa-
tion of the framework is currently being built on top of the
F ellini multimedia storage server at Bell Labs (Martin et
al. 1996).

1.3 Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we present our server model architecture and nota-
tional conventions. Section 3 describes our resource-schedu-
ling framework and algorithms for clustered CM data layout.
FGS and CGS are discussed in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively.
In Sects. 6 and 7, we introduce the scheduling tree structure
and develop algorithms for the PMSP and the more complex
scheduling problems introduced by the EPPV service model
under CGS. The experimental evaluation of the average-case
behavior of our algorithms is given in Sect. 8. Section 9
discusses some interesting extensions to the schemes devel-
oped in this paper. Finally, Sect. 10 concludes the paper and
identifies directions for future research. Proofs of theoretical
results presented in this paper can be found in the Appendix.

2 Notation and system model

In this section, we present a brief overview of our CM server
model and the notation that will be used throughout this pa-
per. First, we present a model ofround-based retrievalfor
CM. Our model follows the conventions used in most earlier
work on multimedia storage servers (Chen et al. 1993; Gem-
mell et al. 1995;Özden et al. 1995b; Rangan and Vin 1991,
1993). Next, we present the three different multi-disk data
organization schemes considered in this paper (Clustering,
FGS and CGS) and describe how the round-based retrieval
model adapts to each different organization scenario. Finally,
we describe thematrix-based allocation scheme(Özden et
al. 1996b, 1996c). that tries to optimize the data layout of
a clip based on the knowledge of its retrieval period. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the notation used in this paper with a
brief description of its semantics. Additional notation will
be introduced when necessary.

2.1 Retrieving CM data

Consider a single magnetic disk storing a collection of CM
clips. We assume that the disk has a transfer rate ofrdisk,
a storage capacity ofcdisk, a worst case seek time oftseek,
and a worst case latency oftlat (which consists of rota-
tional delay and settle time). A clipCi is characterized by a
display rateri (the rate at which data forCi must be trans-
mitted to clients) and a lengthli (in units of time) We refer
to the transmission of a clip starting at a given time as a
stream. Data for streams is retrieved from the disk inrounds
of lengthT . For a stream displaying clipCi (denoted by
stream(Ci)), a circular buffer of size 2·T · ri is reserved in
the server’s buffer cache. In each round, while the stream is
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Table 1. Clip and disk parameters

Param. Semantics
Ci Continuous media clip (i = 1, . . . , N )

(also, task of retrievingCi)
ri Display rate for clipCi (in Mbps)
Ti Retrieval period for clipCi (in s)
T Time unit of clip retrieval (round length)
li Length of clipCi (in sec)
ni Retrieval period ofCi in rounds
ci Number of columns in the matrix ofCi

di Maximum column size (in bits)

ndisk Number of disks in CM server
rdisk Disk transfer rate
cdisk Disk storage capacity
tseek Disk seek time
tlat Disk latency

consumingT · ri bits of data from its buffer, theT · ri bits
that the stream will consume in the next round are retrieved
from the disk into the buffer. This ensures that each stream
will have sufficient data to display the corresponding clip
continuously. The quantityT · ri is termed theretrieval unit
of clip Ci.

During a round, for streamsstream(C1), ..., stream(Ck)
for which data is to be retrieved from disk,T · r1, ..., T · rk

bits are read using the C-SCAN disk head scheduling algo-
rithm (Silberschatz and Galvin 1994). C-SCAN scheduling
ensures that the disk heads move in a single direction when
servicing streams during a round. As a result, random seeks
to arbitrary locations are eliminated and the total seek over-
head during a round is bounded by 2· tseek. Furthermore,
retrieval of each non-contiguously stored piece of data can
incur a disk latency overhead of at mosttlat during a round.
To ensure that no stream starves during a round, the sum of
the total disk transfer time for all data retrieved and the over-
all latency and seek time overhead cannot exceed the length
T of the round (Chen et al. 1993; Gemmell et al. 1995;
Özden et al. 1995d; Rangan and Vin 1991, 1993). More
formally, we require the following inequality to hold4:∑
{stream(Ci)}

(
T · ri

rdisk
+ tlat

)
≤ T − 2 · tseek. (1)

2.2 Multi-disk data organization schemes

2.2.1 Clustering

In clustering, each disk of a multi-disk system is viewed as
an autonomous unit – entire clips are stored on and retrieved
from a single disk and multiple clips can be clustered on
each disk. For our round-based model of data retrieval, this
means that Eq. 1 must be satisfied on each disk, where the
summation is taken over all streams retrieving clipsCi stored
on that disk. Note that by the definition of EPPV service, the
number of concurrent streams retrieving clipCi is exactly⌈

li
Ti

⌉
. Furthermore, each magnetic disk has a limited storage

capacity that cannot be exceeded by the set of stored clips.

4 Although our schemes can be extended to handle disk calibration and
multi-zone disks (̈Ozden et al. 1995b), these issues are not addressed in this
paper.

Thus, if we let{Ci} denote the set of clips clustered on any
single disk in the server, we require the following conditions
to be satisfied:⌈

li
Ti

⌉
·
[∑

{Ci}( T ·ri

rdisk
+ tlat)

]
≤ T − 2 · tseek∑

{Ci} li · ri ≤ cdisk.
(2)

2.2.2 Fine-grained striping

A major deficiency of clustered data organization for large-
scale CM services is that it can lead to bandwidthand
storage fragmentation, and, consequently, underutilization of
server resources. Striping schemes eliminate storage frag-
mentation by declustering a clip’s data across all available
disks. This essentially means that we no longer need to sat-
isfy a storage capacity constraint on each disk, as long as
the total storage requirements of the clips to be scheduled
do not exceed the storage capacity of the disk array.

In FGS (Özden et al. 1996a), each retrieval unit of a clip
is striped across allndisk disks of the server. Consequently,
every stream retrieval involves all thendisk disk heads work-
ing in parallel, with each disk being responsible for fetching
T ·ri

ndisk
bits of Ci in each round. This striping strategy is em-

ployed in the RAID-3 data distribution scheme (Patterson
et al. 1998). For EPPV service, the number of concurrent

streams retrieving clipCi from the array is exactly
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
.

Thus, to ensure continuous delivery, the following condition
must be satisfied:⌈

li
Ti

⌉
·
[

N∑
i=1

T · ri

rdisk · ndisk
+ N · tlat

]
≤ T − 2 · tseek, (3)

where N is the total number of clips on the server (see
Table 1). Despite its conceptual simplicity, FGS can lead
to underutilization of available disk bandwidth due to in-
creased latency overheads (Özden et al. 1996a). This is
clearly demonstrated in the above condition for continu-
ity, which shows that, during each round, all disks incur
a penalty oftlat for each clip storedin the entire server.
These latency penalties limit the scalability of an EPPV
server based on FGS, since the problem is obviously ex-
acerbated as the size of the disk array grows.

2.2.3 Coarse-grained striping

In the CGS scheme (Özden et al. 1996a), the retrieval units
of each clip are mapped to individual disks in a round-robin
manner. Consequently, the retrieval of data for a stream on
clip Ci proceeds in a round-robin fashion along the disk
array. During each round, a single disk is used to fetch a
retrieval unit ofCi and consecutive rounds employ consecu-
tive disks5. This striping strategy is employed in the RAID-5
data distribution scheme (Patterson et al. 1998).

CGS avoids the large latency overheads of the fine-
grained scheme and, consequently, can offer much better

5 We assume that a disk has sufficient bandwidth to support the retrieval
of one or more clips. If this does not hold, one or more disks can be viewed
as a single composite disk.
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col 1
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period   Ti

T

(b)

Fig. 1a. A clip matrix. b Its layout on disk

scalability and bandwidth utilization (Özden et al. 1996a).
On the other hand, supporting periodic stream retrieval re-
quires much more sophisticated scheduling methods than
either clustering or FGS. This is because, unlike the two
previous data organization schemes, CGS does not impose
a steady load on each diskduring each round. Consider the
retrieval of clip Ci from a particular disk in the array. By
virtue of the round-robin placement, each stream retrieving
data ofCi needs to fetch a retrieval unit ofT · ri bits from
that disk periodically, at intervals ofndisk rounds. Further-
more, to support EPPV service, the streams retrieving clip
Ci are themselves periodic with a periodTi = ni · T . Thus,
supporting continuous, periodic service under CGS gives rise
to complexperiodic real-time task-scheduling problems(Liu
and Layland 1973) that cannot be reduced to simple alge-
braic conditions like Eqs. 2 and 3. A concise description of
these problems and our proposed solution will be given later
in the paper.

2.3 Reducing disk latencies: matrix-based allocation

By definition, the EPPV service model associates with each
clip Ci a retrieval periodTi. We assume that retrieval periods
are multiples of the round lengthT . This is a reasonable as-
sumption, since retrieval periods will typically be multiples
of minutes or even hours and the length of a round (usually
bounded by buffering constraints) will not be more than a
few seconds. Thematrix-based allocation scheme(Özden et
al. 1994, 1996c), increases the number of clients that can be
serviced under the EPPV model by laying out data based on
the knowledge of retrieval periods. The basic idea is to dis-
tribute the starting points for theconcurrent display phases
of a clip uniformly across its length, and layout the data
that these display phases will need to retrieve during the
same roundcontiguouslyon disk. Each display phase cor-
responds to a different stream servicing (possibly) multiple
clients. This layout method reduces the disk latency over-
head incurred during data retrieval and, therefore, increases
the amount of disk bandwidth utilized effectively.

More formally, for each clipCi, the maximum number

of concurrent display phases is
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
. Conceptually, clipCi

is viewed as a matrix consisting of elements of lengthT
(Fig. 1a). We defineni = Ti

T (i.e., the length of the retrieval
period ofCi in rounds). The matrix forCi consists ofci =

min{ni,
⌈

li
T

⌉} columns and
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
rows (corresponding to the

clip’s display phases). Note that we can haveci < ni when
the retrieval period of the clip exceeds its length (i.e.,li <
Ti). Finally, we letdi denote the amount of data in a column

of Ci’s matrix, that isdi =
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
· T · ri. (Although some

columns may actually contain less data thandi (Özden et al.
1996c), in this paper, we are ignoring possible optimizations
for smaller columns.)

To support periodic retrieval, a clip matrix is stored in
column-major form (i.e., data in each column is stored con-
tiguously on disk) and its retrieval is performedin columns
(i.e., one column per round) with each element handed to a
different display phase (Fig. 1b). Matrix-based allocation re-
duces the overhead of disk latency per stream, since, in each

round, it incurs a total overhead of onlytlat for
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
streams

of Ci, rather than
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
· tlat (using Eqs. 1, 2 and 3). This

means that a single disk using the matrix-based scheme can
support the periodic retrieval ofC1, . . . , Ck provided that
the following inequality holds:∑
{Ci}

(
di

rdisk
+ tlat) + 2 · tseek ≤ T. (4)

The disk bandwidtheffectively utilizedby a clip during a
round is the amount of raw disk bandwidth consumed by
the clip without accounting for the latency overhead. For

Ci, this is exactlydi

T , or, equivalently,
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
· ri.

The matrix-based allocation scheme benefits all three
multi-disk data organization strategies considered in this pa-
per by significantly reducing the latency overhead in each
round. For example, in Eqs. 2,3 for clustering and FGS the

termtlat is replaced bytlat·
⌈

li
Ti

⌉−1
. Thus, we present our re-

sults assuming that matrix-based allocation is used. For FGS
(CGS), this means that the retrieval unit striped (resp. dis-
tributed) across the disks of the server is an entirecolumnof
Ci rather than a single matrix element. However, we should
stress that the schemes presented in this paper are equally
applicable to the original data organization methods without
the matrix-based scheme optimization.

3 EPPV under clustering

Under a clustered data organization, the EPPV resource-
scheduling problem reduces to effectively mapping clip ma-
trices onto the server’s disks so that the bandwidth and stor-
age requirements of each matrix are satisfied. That is, Eqs. 2
need to hold for each disk. We address this scheduling prob-
lem in two stages. First, we present a solution that considers
only the bandwidth requirements of clips (essentially, as-
suming that each disk has infinite storage capacity). Next,
we extend our approach to handle disk storage limitations.
We present the first case separately, since our results for this
case will also prove useful for FGS.

3.1 Bandwidth constraint

We associate two key parameters with each clip:

– A size: size(Ci) =
di

rdisk
+tlat

T−2·tseek
, that captures the normalized

contribution ofCi to the length of a round, or, equiva-
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Algorithm PackClips(C, ndisk)

Input: A collection of CM clipsC = {C1, . . . , CN} and a number of
disksndisk.

Output: C′ ⊆ C and a packing ofC′ in ndisk unit capacity
bins.(Goal: Maximize

∑
Ci∈C′ value(Ci).)

1. Sort the clips inC in non-increasing order of value density to
obtain a listL =< C1, . . . , CN > where pi ≥ pi+1. Initialize
load(Bj ) = value(Bj ) = 0, Bj = ∅, for each bin (i.e., disk)Bj ,
j = 1, . . . , N .

2. For each clipCi in L (in that order)
2.1. Let Bj be the first bin (i.e., disk) such thatload(Bj ) +

size(Ci) ≤ 1.
2.2. Set load(Bj ) = load(Bj ) + size(Ci), value(Bj ) =

value(Bj )+value(Ci), Bj = Bj ∪{Ci}, andL = L−{Ci}.
3. Let B<i>, i = 1, . . . , ndisk be the bins corresponding to the

ndisk largestvalue’s in the final packing.
ReturnC′ = ∪ndisk

i=1 B<i>. (The packing ofC′ is defined by the
B<i>’s.)

Fig. 2. Algorithm PackClips

lently, its (normalized) disk bandwidth consumption (see
Eq. 4); and,

– A value: value(Ci) =
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
· ri, that corresponds to the

bandwidtheffectively utilizedby Ci during a round.

Using these definitions, the problem of maximizing the ef-
fectively scheduled disk bandwidth can be formally stated
as follows:Given a collection of clipsC = {C1, . . . , CN},
determine a subsetC ′ of C and a packing of{size(Ci) :
Ci ∈ C ′} in ndisk unit capacity bins such that the total value∑

Ci∈C′ value(Ci) is maximized. This problem is a general-
ization of the traditional 0/1 knapsack optimization problem
(Ibarra and Kim 1975; Lawler 1979; Sahni 1975). Thus, it is
clearly NP -hard6. Given the intractability of the problem,
we present a fast heuristic algorithm (termedPackClips)
that combines the value density heuristic rule for the classi-
cal knapsack problem (Garey and Johnson 1979) with a first-
fit packing rule. Briefly, the main idea is to define the value
density of clipCi as the ratiopi = value(Ci)

size(Ci) and pack the clips
in decreasing order of density into unit capacity bins using a
First-Fit rule. The schedulable subset (and the corresponding
schedule) is determined by selecting thendisk “most valu-
able” bins from the final packing. AlgorithmPackClips is
depicted in Fig. 2.

The following lemma provides an upper bound on the
worst case performance ratio of our heuristic.

Lemma 3.1. Algorithm PackClips runs in timeO(N
(logN + ndisk)) and is 1/2-approximate; that is, ifVOPT is
the value of the optimal schedulable subset andVH is the
value of the subset returned byPackClips then VH

VOP T
≥ 1

2.

3.2 Bandwidth and storage constraints

We now extend thePackClips algorithm to handle the
storage capacity constraints imposed by the disks. The idea

6 Note that the traditional knapsack problem remainsNP -hard even if
the size of each item is equal to its value (i.e., the SUBSET SUM problem
(Garey and Johnson 1979)) Thus, the fact thatsize1(Ci) and value(Ci)
are correlated does not affect the hardness of the problem.

is to define the size of a clipCi as a2-dimensional size
vector si = [size1(Ci), size2(Ci)], where the first component
is the normalized bandwidth consumption of the clip (as
defined in the previous section) and the second component
is the normalized storage capacity requirement of the clip.
More formally,

size1(Ci) =
di

rdisk
+ tlat

T − 2 · tseek
and size2(Ci) =

li · ri

cdisk
.

Let l(v) denote the maximum component of a vectorv
(i.e., its length). The 2-dimensional extension of thePack-
Clips algorithm is based on defining the value density of
a clip as the ratiopi = value(Ci)

l(si) . The load of a disk is also a
2-dimensional vector equal to the vector sum of sizes of all
clips clustered on that disk, and the condition in step 2.1 of
PackClips becomesl(load(Bj) + si) ≤ 1. That is, we re-
quire thatboth the bandwidth and storage load on each disk
do not exceed the disk’s capacities. For our worst case anal-
ysis of the 2-dimensionalPackClips algorithm, we also
assume that the storage requirements of a clip never exceed
one half of a disk’s storage capacity, that is,size2(Ci) ≤ 1

2.
This is a reasonable assumption, since current disk storage
capacities are in the order of several gigabytes. The follow-
ing lemma shows that the extra dimension degrades the worst
case performance guarantee of our heuristic by a factor of
two.

Lemma 3.2. Assuming that the storage requirements of any
clip are always less than or equal to one half of a disk’s
storage capacity, the 2-dimensionalPackClips heuristic is
1/4-approximate; that is, ifVOPT is the value of the optimal
schedulable subset andVH is the value of the subset returned
by PackClips, then VH

VOP T
≥ 1

4.

We have already noted that clustering can lead to disk
storage and bandwidth fragmentation, and this is clearly
demonstrated in the rather discouraging worst case bound
of Theorem 3.2 – for “bad” lists of clips,PackClips may
be able to utilize only as little as one fourth of the raw server
capacity. Since storage fragmentation is not an issue when
striping is used, we can effectively ignore storage constraints
by assuming that the aggregate storage requirements of the
clips to be scheduled do not exceed the storage capacity of
the server; that is, we assume that

∑
i li · ri ≤ ndisk · cdisk

in the description of our striping-based schemes.

4 EPPV under FGS

In the FGS scheme, each column of the clip matrix is declus-
tered across allndisk disks of the server (Fig. 3a). This im-
plies that each clip being retrieved imposes a constant load
per round onall disks in the server, since each disk is re-
sponsible for retrieving 1

ndisk
of the clip’s column in each

round. Thus, the following condition must be satisfied on
each disk:
N∑
i=1

di

rdisk · ndisk
+ N · tlat ≤ T − 2 · tseek. (5)

To ensure continuous retrieval, all disks in the system
must satisfy the same condition (namely, Eq. 5). Conse-
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Fig. 3a. Fine-grained striping.b Coarse-
grained striping

quently, the problem of maximizing the effectively sched-
uled bandwidth clips under FGS corresponds to a traditional,
single-bin, 0/1 knapsack problem with (one-dimensional)

clip sizessize(Ci) =
di

rdisk·ndisk
+tlat

T−2·tseek
(from Eq. 5), and val-

ues value(Ci) =
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
· ri (as in Sect. 3). This is clearly a

much simpler version of the knapsack model developed for
clustering and traditional knapsack heuristics can be used to
provide near-optimal solutions (Ibarra and Kim 1975; Lawler
1979; Sahni 1975). In fact, ourPackClips algorithm (with
number of bins/disks equal to 1) readily provides a 1/2-
approximate heuristic for the problem.

We should once again stress that, despite its conceptual
and algorithmic simplicity, FGS suffers from excessive disk
latency overheads that severely limit the scalability of the
scheme. This fact is analytically shown inEq. 5 and clearly
indicated in our experimental results.

5 EPPV under CGS

In the CGS scheme, the columns of a clip matrix are mapped
to (and, retrieved from) individual disks in a round-robin
manner (Fig. 3b). Consider the retrieval of a clip matrixCi

from a particular disk in the array. By virtue of the round-
robin placement, during each transmission ofCi, a column
of Ci must be retrieved from that disk periodically, at inter-
vals of ndisk rounds. From Formula 4, each such retrieval

requires a fraction
di

rdisk
+tlat

T−2·tseek
of the disk’s bandwidth. Fur-

thermore, to support EPPV service, the transmissions ofCi

are themselves periodic with a periodTi = ni · T .
Thus, the retrieval of a clip matrixCi from a specific

disk in the array can be seen as a collection ofperiodic real-
time tasks(Liu and Layland 1973) with periodTi (i.e., the
clip’s transmissions), where each task consists of a collection
of subtasksthat arendisk · T time units apart (i.e., column
retrievals within a transmission). Moreover, the computation
time of each such subtask isdi

rdisk
+tlat. An example of such

a task is shown in Fig. 3b. Note that the maximum number

of subtasks mapped to a disk byCi equals
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
. (ci is

the number of columns inCi.) This number may actually
be smaller for some disks in the array. However, in order

to provide deterministic service guarantees for all disks, we
consider only this worst case number of subtasks in our
scheduling formulation.

We say that two (or more) clip retrievalscollide during
a round if they are all reading data off the same disk. Col-
lisions play a crucial role in our scheduling problem. Our
algorithms need to ensure that, whenever multiple retrievals
collide during a round, their total bandwidth requirements
do not exceed the capacity of the disk. Before addressing
the scheduling problems associated with this general model
of periodic tasks, we briefly review two special cases that
essentially correspond to the best and worst case workloads
for CGS.

– ci = ni =multiple (ndisk) for all i. In this case, the re-
trieval of Ci from a particular disk corresponds to a pe-
riodic real-time task with periodndisk · T and computa-
tion time di

rdisk
+ tlat. Maximizing the effectively sched-

uled bandwidth can again be formulated as a general-
ized knapsack problem which, in fact, is identical to the
problem defined in Sect. 3.1, but with a slightly differ-
ent interpretation of terms: thendisk unit-capacity bins
now correspond to rounds of lengthT and the items cor-
respond to retrievals of clip columns. The main advan-
tage of CGS over clustering in this case, is its ability to
equally distribute the bandwidth and storage load across
all disks. Compared to FGS, the main advantage of CGS
is the reduced latency penalty for each clip, which im-
plies better scalability. In fact, a simple analysis shows
that, for this special case, CGS is guaranteed to outper-
form FGS for large disk arrays.
It is important to note that it is not always feasible to
reduce the general scheduling problem to this special
case, e.g., by “padding” clip lengths or periods so that
the equalityci = ni =multiple(ndisk) is satisfied. For
example, if the length of a clip is significantly smaller
than its period, thenci � ni and padding the clip to the
length of its period is clearly not an effective solution.
For example, consider a clip withri = 1.5 Mbps,li =
5 min, Ti = 100 min, and a system withT = 1 s and
ndisk = 10. Padding the clip’s length to reach its period
implies that 1 GB of storage is wasted per clip.
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– gcd(ni, nj) = 1 and ci ≥ ndisk for all i, j /= i.7 In this
case, using theChinese Remainder Theorem(Knuth
1981), we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Assume that CGS is used for a collection
of clips such that gcd(ni, nj) = 1 for all i /= j and
ci ≥ ndisk for all i. Then, during any time interval of
length n1 · · ·nN · T , there exists a round at which the
retrievals forall clips collide.

Thus, retrieval periods that are pairwise relatively prime
correspond to a worst case scenario for CGS. That is,
there exists a round in whichdi

rdisk
+ tlat units of time

need to be allocated for each clipCi. The existence
of such worst case collisions means that CGS has to
be overly conservative and is typically outperformed by
FGS.

Consider the case of arbitrary retrieval periods. Using the
GeneralizedChinese Remainder Theorem (Knuth 1981), we
can show the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Consider two clipsC1 and C2, and letαi =

min{
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
, gcd(n1,n2)

gcd(n1,n2,ndisk) }, i = 1, 2. The retrieval of

C1 and C2 can be scheduled without collisionsif and only
if α1 + α2 ≤ gcd(n1, n2).

Lemma 5.2 identifies a necessary and sufficient condition
for the collision-freescheduling (or,mergeability(Yu et al.
1989) of two clip retrieval patterns. Our result extends the
result of Yu et al. (1989) on merging two simple periodic
patterns to the case of periodic tasks consisting of equidistant
subtasks. Furthermore, Lemma 5.2 can be generalized to
any number of clips if their periods can be expressed as
ni = k · mi for all i, wheremi andmj are relatively prime
for all i /= j. (Note that, for two clips, this condition is
obviously true withk = gcd(n1, n2).)

Lemma 5.3. Consider a collection of clipsC = {C1, . . . ,
CN}, with retrieval periodsni = k · mi, for all i, where

gcd(mi, mj) = 1 for i /= j. Let αi = min{
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
,

k
gcd(k,ndisk) }. The retrieval ofC can be scheduled without

collisions if and only if
∑N

i=1 αi ≤ k.

Unfortunately, Lemma 5.2 cannot be extended to the gen-
eral case of multiple clips with arbitrary periods. In fact,
in Sect. 6, we will show that deciding the existence of a
collision-free schedule for the general case isNP -complete
in the strong sense. Thus, no efficient necessary and suffi-
cient conditions are likely to exist. The condition described
in Lemma 5.2 can easily be shown to be sufficient for no
collisions in the general case. However, it is not necessary,
as the following example indicates.

Example 1.Consider three clips with periodsn1 = 4,n2 = 6,
n3 = 8 and letndisk = 4. This set can be scheduled with
no collisions, by initiating the retrieval ofC1, C2, C3 at
rounds 0, 1, and 2, respectively. However, the inequality in
Lemma 5.2 (extended for three clips) fails to hold, since
gcd(n1, n2, n3) = 2 <

∑3
i=1 αi = 3.

7 The gcd() function returns thegreatest common divisorof a set of
integers.

6 The scheduling tree structure

In the previous section, we identified the scheduling problem
that arises when supporting EPPV service under CGS and
examined some special cases. In this section, we address the
general problem. We first consider a model of simple peri-
odic real-time tasks and show that deciding the existence of a
collision-free schedule is equivalent toperiodic maintenance
(Baruah et al. 1990; Wei and Liu 1983), a problem known
to be intractable. Motivated from this result, we define the
novel concept of ascheduling treeand discuss its applica-
tion in a heuristic algorithm for periodic maintenance. We
then show how the scheduling tree structure can handle the
more complex model of periodic tasks identified in Sect. 5.

6.1 Periodic maintenance scheduling

The k-server periodic maintenance scheduling problem (k-
PMSP)(Baruah et al. 1990) is a special case of the problem
of scheduling simple periodic tasks in a hard real-time en-
vironment. Briefly, thek-PMSP decision problem can be
stated as follows:Let C = {C1, . . . , CN} be a set of peri-
odic tasks with corresponding periodsP = {n1, . . . , nN},
where eachni is a positive integer. Is there a mapping of the
the tasks inC to positive integer time slots such that succes-
sive occurrences ofCi are exactlyni time slots apart and no
more thank tasks ever collide in a slot?Note that ifui is the
index of the first occurrence ofCi in a schedule forP , then
the (multi)set of starting time slots{u1, . . . , uN} uniquely
determines the schedule, sinceCi occurs at all slotsui+j ·ni,
j ≥ 0.

Baruah et al. (1990) have shown that, for any fixed value
k ≥ 1, k-PMSP isNP -complete in the strong sense. Conse-
quently, given a collection of simple periodic tasks with pe-
riodsP , determining the existence of a collision-free sched-
ule is intractable (i.e., it is equivalent to 1-PMSP). The ex-
istence of ascheduling treestructure (as described below)
that contains all the periods inP , guarantees the existence
of a collision-free schedule. Furthermore, the starting time
slot for each task can be determined from the scheduling
tree8.

Definition 6.1. A scheduling treeis a tree structure consist-
ing of nodes and edges with integer weights, where

1. each internal node of weightw can haveat most w
outgoing edges, each of which has a distinct weight in
{0, 1, . . . , w − 1}; and,

2. each leaf node represents a periodni such thatni is
equal to the product of weights of the leaf’s ancestor
nodes.

We define thelevel of a node (or, edge) as the number
of its proper ancestor nodes. Thus, the level of the tree’s
root is 0 and the level of all edges emanating from the
root is 1. For any noden, let w(n) and e(n) denote the
weight and the number of edges ofn, respectively. Also, let
ancestor nodej(n) represent the weight of the ancestor node of

8 To the best of our knowledge, no similar notion of tree structure for
periodic task scheduling has been proposed in the real-time scheduling
literature (Stankovic and Ramamritham 1993).
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Fig. 4a. The scheduling tree structure.b A tree for the set of tasks in
Example 1

n at levelj, and letancestor edgej(n) denote the weight of the
ancestor edge ofn at level j, wherej ≤ level(n). Finally,
defineπj(n) =

∏j
i=0ancestor nodei(n) for 0 ≤ j ≤ level(n).

Consider a leaf node for periodni located at levell. The
first slot ui in which the corresponding task is scheduled is
defined from the scheduling tree structure as follows:

ui = ancestor edge1(ni) +
l∑

j=2

ancestor edgej(ni) ·πj−2(ni).(6)

Note that, by the definition of the scheduling tree structure,
the set of node weights on a path from the root to a leaf
(i.e., period) node represents afactorization of that period.
The edge weights along the root-to-leaf path intuitively iden-
tify the slot number moduli that the leaf node “occupies”
in the periodic schedule. Some additional intuition for the
scheduling tree structure and the above formula is provided
in Fig. 4. The basic idea is that all tasks in a subtree rooted at
some edge emanating from noden at levell will utilize time
slot numbers that are congruent toi (mod πl(n)), wherei
is a unique number between 0 andπl(n) − 1. Satisfying
this invariant recursively at every internal node ensures the
avoidance of collisions.

Note that the existence of a scheduling tree for a set of
periodsP is only asufficient conditionfor the existence of
a collision-free schedule. For example, the periods 6, 10,
and 15 are schedulable using start times of 0, 1, and 2, re-
spectively, although no scheduling tree can be built (since
gcd({6, 10, 15}) = 1). However, using theGeneralized Chi-
nese Remainder Theoremit is straightforward to show that
the existence of ascheduling forest, as defined below, is
both necessary and sufficient for the existence a collision-
free schedule.

Definition 6.2. Let Γ1, . . . , Γk be scheduling trees forP1,
. . . , Pk, whereP1, . . . , Pk is a partitioning of of the peri-
ods in P . The treesΓi and Γj are consistentif and only
if, for each nm ∈ Pi and nl ∈ Pj , we haveum 6≡ ul

(mod gcd(nm, nl)). A scheduling forestfor P is a collection
of pairwise consistent scheduling trees for some partition of
P .

Corollary 6.1. Determining whether there exists a schedul-
ing forest for P is equivalent to 1-PMSP, and, thus, it is
NP -complete in the strong sense.

Given the above intractability result, we present a heuris-
tic algorithm for constructing scheduling trees for a given
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Fig. 5a.Placing a periodni under a scheduling tree node without splitting.
b Period placement when the node is split

(multi)set of periods. Our algorithm is based on identifying
and incrementally maintainingcandidate nodesfor schedul-
ing incoming periods.

Definition 6.3. An internal noden at levell is candidate for
period ni if and only if πl−1(n)|ni

and gcd(w(n), ni

πl−1(n) ) ≥ w(n)
w(n)−e(n) .

A period ni can be scheduled under any candidate node
n in a scheduling tree. There are two possible cases:

– If πl(n)|ni then the condition in Definition 6.3 guaran-
tees thatn has at least one free edge at whichni can be
placed (Fig. 5a).

– If πl(n) 6 |ni then, in order to accommodateni under
noden, n must besplit so that the defining properties
of the scheduling tree structure are kept intact.
This is done as follows. Letd = gcd(w(n), ni

πl−1(n) ). Node
n is split into a parent node with weightd and child
nodes with weightw(n)

d , with the original children ofn
divided among the new child nodes, as shown in Fig. 5b;
that is, the first batch ofw(n)

d children of n are placed
under the first child node, and so on. It is easy to see that
this splitting maintains the properties of the structure.
Furthermore, the condition in Definition 6.3 guarantees
that the newly created parent node will have at least one
free edge for schedulingni.

The set of candidate nodes for each period to be sched-
uled can be maintained efficiently, in an incremental manner.
The observation here is that, when a new periodni is sched-
uled, all remaining periods only have to check a maximum
of three nodes, namely the two closest ancestors of the leaf
for ni and, if a split occurred, the last child node created
in the split, for possible inclusion or exclusion from their
candidate sets.

As in Sect. 3, we assume each task is associated with
a value and we aim to maximize the cumulative value
of a schedule. The basic idea of our heuristic (termed
BuildTree) is to build the scheduling tree incrementally in
a greedy fashion, scanning the tasks in non-increasing order
of value and placing each periodni in that candidate node
M that implies the minimum value loss among all possible
candidates. This loss is calculated as the total value of all
periods whose candidate sets become empty after the place-
ment of ni under M . Ties are always broken in favor of
those candidate nodes that are located at higher levels (i.e.,
closer to the leaves), while ties at the same level are broken
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Algorithm BuildTree(C, value)

Input: A set of UET periodic tasksC = {C1, . . . , CN} with cor-
responding periodsP = {n1, . . . , nN}, and avalue() function
assigning a value to eachCi.

Output: A scheduling treeΓ for a subsetC′ of C. (Goal: Maximize∑
Ci∈C′ value(Ci).)

1. Sort the tasks inC in non-increasing order ofvalue to obtain a
list L =< C1, C2, . . . , CN >, wherevalue(Ci) ≥ value(Ci+1).
Initially, Γ consists of a root node with a weight equal ton1.

2. For each periodic taskCi in L (in that order)
2.1. Let cand(ni, Γ ) be the set of candidate nodes forni in Γ .

(Note that this set is maintained incrementally as the tree is
built.)

2.2. For eachn ∈ cand(ni, Γ ), let Γ ∪ {ni}n denote the tree
that results whenni is placed under noden in Γ . Let
loss(n) = {Cj ∈ L − {Ci} | cand(Γ ∪ {ni}n) = ∅} and
value(loss(n)) =

∑
Cj∈loss(n)

value(Cj ).

2.3. Place ni under the candidate nodeM such that
value(loss(M )) = minn∈cand(ni,Γ ){value(loss(n))}. (Ties
are broken in favor of nodes at higher levels.) If necessary,
nodeM is split.

2.4. SetΓ = Γ ∪ {ni}M , L = L − loss(M ).
2.5. For each taskCj ∈ L, update the candidate node set

cand(ni, Γ ).

Fig. 6. Algorithm BuildTree

using the postorder node numbers (i.e., left-to-right order).
When a period is scheduled inΓ , the candidate node sets for
all remaining periods are updated (in an incremental fash-
ion) and the algorithm continues with the next task/period
(with at least one candidate inΓ ). Algorithm BuildTree
is depicted in Fig. 6.

Let N be the number of tasks inC. The number of
internal nodes in a scheduling tree is always going to be
O(N ). To see this, note that an internal node will always
have at least two children, with the only possible exception
being the rightmost one or two new nodes created during the
insertion of a new period (depending on whether splitting
was used, see Fig. 5). Since the number of insertions is at
mostN , it follows that the number of internal nodes isO(N ).
Based on this fact, it is easy to show thatBuildTree runs
in time O(N3).

Example 2.Consider the list of periods< n1 = 2, n2 = 12,
n3 = 30> (sorted in non-increasing order ofvalue). Figure 7
illustrates the step-by-step construction of the scheduling tree
usingBuildTree. Note that periodn3 splits the node with
weight 6 into two nodes with weights 3 and 2.

6.2 Scheduling equidistant subtasks

In Sect. 5, we identified a clip retrieval under CGS as a pe-
riodic real-time taskCi with periodni = Ti

T (in rounds) that

consists of a collection of
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
subtasks that need to be

scheduledndisk rounds apart. The basic observation here is
that all the subtasks ofCi are themselves periodic with pe-
riod ni, so the techniques of the previous section can be used
for each individual subtask. However, the scheduling algo-
rithm also needs to ensure thatall the subtasks are sched-
uled together, using time slots (i.e., rounds) placed regularly
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Fig. 8a,b. Illustration of the new splitting rule

at intervals ofndisk. In this section, we propose heuristic
methods for building a scheduling tree in this generalized
setting.

An important requirement of this more general task
model is that the insertion of new periods cannot be al-
lowed to distort the relative placement of subtasks already
in the tree. The splitting mechanism described in the pre-
vious section for simple periodic tasks does not satisfy this
requirement, since it can alter the starting time slots for all
subtasks located under the split node. We describe a new rule
for splitting nodes without modifying the retrieval schedule
for subtasks already in the tree. The idea is to use a dif-
ferent method for “batching” the children of the node being
split, so that the starting time slots for all leaf nodes (as
specified by Eq. 6) remain unchanged. This new splitting
rule is as follows:If the noden is split to give a new parent
node with weightd, then place at edgei of the new node
(i = 0, . . . , d − 1) all the children of the old noden whose
parent edge weight was congruent toi (mod d). Our claim
that retrieval schedules are kept intact under this rule is a
direct consequence of Eq. 6.

Example 3.Figure 8a illustrates a scheduling tree with two
tasks with periodsn1 = 6, n2 = 6 assigned to slots 0 and
1. Figure 8b depicts the scheduling tree after a third task
with period n3 = 15 is inserted. Although there is enough
capacity for bothn1 andn2 in the subtree connected to the
root with edge 0, the new split forcesn2 to be placed in the
subtree connected to the root with edge 1.

In this setting, the notion of a candidate node is defined
as follows.

Definition 6.4. An internal noden at level l is candidate
for period ni if and only if πl−1(n)|ni and there exists an
i ∈ {0, . . . , d−1} such that all edges ofn with weights con-
gruent toi (mod d) are free, whered = gcd(w(n), ni

πl−1(n) ).
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Algorithm FreeSlot(n, ni, u)

Input: A scheduling tree noden, a periodni, and a specific time slot
u.

Output: TRUE iffni can be scheduled in slotu under noden; FALSE
otherwise.

1. If n is not a candidate forni then return(FALSE).
2. Let l = level(n) and let t = ancestor edge1(n) +∑l

j=2
ancestor edgej (n) · πj−2(n).

3. If πl−1(n) does not divideu − t then return(FALSE);
Else letu = u−t

πl−1(n) .

4. Let d = gcd(ni, w(n)) ande = u modd.
5. If all edges ofn labeledk ·d +e, for k = 0, . . . , w(n)

d
− 1 are free

then return(TRUE);
Else return(FALSE).

Fig. 9. Algorithm FreeSlot

However, under our generalized model of periodic tasks,
a candidate node forni can only accommodate a subtask of
Ci. This is clearly not sufficient for the entire task. The tem-
poral dependency among the subtasks ofCi means that our
scheduling tree scheme must make sure thatall the subtasks
of Ci are placed in the tree at distances ofndisk.

One way to deal with this situation is to maintain candi-
date nodes for subtasks based on Definition 6.4, and use a
simple predicate based on Eq. 6, for checking the availability
of specific time slots in the scheduling tree. The scheduling
of Ci can then be handled as follows. Select a candidate node
for ni and a time slotui for ni under this candidate. Place
the first subtask ofCi in ui and call the predicate repeatedly
to check if ni can be scheduled in slotui + j · ndisk, for

j = 1, . . . ,
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
. If the predicate succeeds for allj, then

Ci is scheduled starting atui. Otherwise, the algorithm can
try another potential starting slotui. Algorithm FreeSlot,
depicted in Fig. 9, is a predicate for checking the availability
of a specific time slotu under a candidate noden for period
ni. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the fact
that Eq. 6 can be rewritten in nested form as follows:

ui = ancestor edge1(ni) + ancestor node0(ni) ·
(ancestor edge2(ni) + ancestor node1(ni) ·

(. . . (ancestor edgel−1(ni) + ancestor nodel−2(ni) ·
ancestor edgel(ni)) . . .) .

A problem with the approach outline above is that, even
if the number of starting slots tried forCi is restricted
to a constant, scheduling each subtask individually yields
pseudo-polynomial time complexity. This is because the
number of scheduling operations in a trial will beO( ci

ndisk
),

whereci = min{ni,
li
T } is part of the problem input.

We propose a polynomial time heuristic algorithm for the
problem. To simplify the presentation, we assume that every
period ni is a multiple ofndisk. Although it is possible to
extend our heuristic to handle general periods, we believe
that this assumption is not very restrictive in practice. This
is because we typically expect round lengthsT to be in the
area of a few seconds and periodsTi to be multiples of some
number of minutes (e.g., 5, 10, 30, or 60 min). Therefore, it
is realistic to assume the smallest period in the system can
be selected to be a multiple ofndisk. Our goal is to devise

a method that ensures that if thefirst subtaskof a taskCi

does not collide with the first subtask of any other task in
the tree, then no other combination of subtasks can cause a
collision to occur. This means that, once the first subtask of
Ci is placed in the scheduling, tree there is no need to check
the rest ofCi’s subtasks individually.

Our algorithm sets the weight of the root of the schedul-
ing tree tondisk. (This is possible since theni’s are multiples
of ndisk.) By Eq. 6, this implies that consecutive subtasks of
a task will require consecutive edges emanating from nodes
at the first level (i.e., the direct descendants of the root).
The basic idea of our method is to make sure that when
the first subtask of a task is placed at a leaf node, a num-
ber of consecutive edges of the first-level ancestor node of
that leaf aredisabled, so that the slots under those edges
cannot be used by the first subtask of any future task. By
our previous observation,si − 1 = d ci

ndisk
e − 1 consecutive

edges of the first-level ancestor of the leaf forni must be
disabled, starting with the right neighbor of the edge under
which that leaf resides. (si is the number of subtasks ofCi.)
This “edge disabling” is implemented by maintaining an in-
tegerdistancefor each edgee emanating from a first-level
node that is equal to the number of consecutive neighbors of
e that have been disabled. Our placement algorithm has to
maintain two invariants. First, the distance of an edgee of
a first-level node is always equal to maxCi{si} − 1, where
the max is taken over all tasks placed undere in the tree.
Second, the sum of the weight of an edgee of a first-level
noden and its distance is always less than the weight ofn
(so that the defining properties of the tree are maintained).
Based on the above scheme, we can define the notion of a
candidate node as follows.

Definition 6.5. Let n be an internal node at levell. Let ni

be a period and defined = gcd(w(n), ni

πl−1(n) ). Node n is
candidate for periodni if and only if πl−1(n)|ni and the
following conditions hold

1. If n is the root node,n has a free edge.
2. If level(n) = 1, there exists ani ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1} such

that all (non-disabled) edges ofn whose sum of weight
plus distance is congruent to (i + j) (mod d), for 0 ≤
j < si, are free.

3. If level(n) ≥ 2,
3.1 there exists ani ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1} such that all edges

of n with weight congruent toi (mod d) are free;
and,

3.2 si −1+ancestor edge2(n) < ancestor node1(n) andsi +
ancestor edge2(n) is less than or equal to the weight of
the (non-disabled) edge followingancestor edge2(n),
if there is such an edge.

Note that clause 2 ensures that edge distances are main-
tained when first-level nodes are split. Based on the above
definition of candidate nodes,BuildEquidTree (shown in
Fig. 10) can be used to construct a scheduling tree in polyno-
mial time. A proof of the correctness ofBuildEquidTree
can be found in the Appendix.

Example 4.Consider three tasksC1, C2 andC3 with s1, s2,
s3 = 2, 1, 3, n1, n2, n3 = 12, 18, 10, andndisk = 2. Figure 11
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Algorithm BuildEquidTree

Input: A set of periodic tasksC = {C1, . . . , CN} with corresponding
periodsP = {n1, . . . , nN} and avalue() function assigning a
value to eachCi. Each task consists of subtasks placed at intervals
of ndisk.

Output: A scheduling treeΓ for a subsetC′ of C. (Goal: Maximize∑
Ci∈C′ value(Ci).)

1. Sort the tasks inC in non-increasing order ofvalue to obtain a
list L =< C1, C2, . . . , CN >, wherevalue(Ci) ≥ value(Ci+1).
Initially, Γ consists of a root node with a weight equal tondisk.

2. For each taskCi in L (in that order)
2.1 Select a candidate noden for ni in Γ . (Ties are broken in

favor of nodes at higher levels).
2.2 If w(n) 6 |ni, split n.
2.3 Schedule the first subtask ofCi undern. (Ties are broken in

favor of edges with smaller weights.)
2.4 Letd be the distance of the ancestor edge at the first level of

the leaf corresponding toni.
Set the distance of this edge to max{d, si − 1}.

Fig. 10. Algorithm BuildEquidTree
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Fig. 11a–c.Scheduling equidistant subtasks with edge disabling

illustrates the three states of the scheduling tree after placing
tasksC1, C2, andC3, respectively.

6.3 Handling slots with multi-task capacities

An interesting property of the scheduling tree formulation is
that it can easily be extended to handle time slots that can
fit more than one subtask (i.e., can allow for some tasks to
collide). As we saw in Sect. 5, this is exactly the case for
the rounds of EPPV retrieval under CGS. Using the notation
of Sect. 3, we can think of the subtasks ofCi as items of
size size(Ci) ≤ 1 (i.e., the fraction of disk bandwidth re-
quired for retrieving one column of clipCi) that are placed
in unit capacity time slots. In this more general setting, a
time slot can accommodate multiple tasks as long as their
total size does not exceed one. Note that this problem is a
generalization of thek-server periodic maintenance schedul-
ing problem (k-PMSP), where all items are assumed to be
of the same size (i.e.,1k th of the capacity).

The problem can be visualized as a collection of unit
capacity bins (i.e., time slots) located at the leaves of a
scheduling tree, whose structure determines the eligible bins
for each task’s subtasks (based on their period). With re-
spect to our previous model of tasks, the main difference is
that, since slots can now accommodate multiple retrievals,

it is possible for a leaf node that is already occupied to be a
candidate for a period. Hence, the basic idea for extending
our schemes to this case is to keep track of the available slot
space at each leaf node and allow leaf nodes to be shared
by tasks. Thus, our notion of candidate nodes can simply be
extended as follows.

Definition 6.6. Let n be a leaf node for of a scheduling
treeΓ corresponding to periodp. Also, let S(n) denote the
collection of tasks (with periodp) mapped ton. The load of
leaf n is defined as:load(n) =

∑
Ci∈S(n) size(Ci).

Definition 6.7. A node n at level l is candidate for a task
of Ci (with periodni) if and only if

1. n is internal, conditions in Definition 6.4 hold, or
2. n is external (leaf node) corresponding toni (i.e.,πl(n) =

ni), and load(n) + size(Ci) ≤ 1.

With these extensions, it is easy to see that ourBuildE-
quidTree algorithm can be used without modification to
produce a scheduling tree for the multi-task capacity case.

7 Combining multiple scheduling trees

To construct forests of multiple non-colliding scheduling
trees, trees already built can be used to restrict task place-
ment in the tree under construction. By theGeneralized Chi-
nese Remainder Theorem, the scheduling algorithm needs to
ensure that each subtask of taskCi is assigned a slotui

such thatui 6≡ uj (mod gcd(ni, nj)) for any subtask of
any taskCj that is scheduled in slotuj in a previous tree
within the same forest. This obviously is a very expensive
method and efficient heuristics for constructing scheduling
forests still elude our efforts. In this section, however, we
provide a general packing-based scheme that can be used for
combining independently built scheduling forests. Of course,
for our purposes, a forest can always consist of a single tree.
Our goal is to improve the utilization of scheduling slots that
can accommodate multiple tasks.

Given a collection of tasks, scheduling forests are con-
structed until each task is assigned a time slot. We know
that no pair of tasks within a forest will collide at any
slot, except for tasks with the same period that are assigned
to the same leaf node as described in Sect. 6.3. A simple
conservative approach is to assume a worst case collision
across forests. That is, we define the size of a forest as
size(Fi) = maxnj∈Fi{load(nj)}, wherenj is any leaf node in
Fi, and the load of a leaf node is as in Definition 6.6. Fur-
ther, a forestFi has a value:value(Fi) =

∑
Cj∈Fi

value(Cj).
Thus, under the assumption of a worst case collision, the
problem of maximizing the total scheduled value for a col-
lection of forests is a traditional 0/1 knapsack optimization
problem. A packing-based heuristic likePackClips can be
used to provide an approximate solution.

In some cases, the worst case collision assumption across
forests may be unnecessarily restrictive. For example, con-
sider two scheduling treesΓ1 andΓ2 that are constructed in-
dependently. Lete1 be an edge emanating from the root node
n1 of Γ1 ande2 be an edge emanating from the root noden2
of Γ2. If e1 mod (gcd(n1, n2)) /= e2 mod (gcd(n1, n2)) holds,
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then the tasks scheduled in the subtrees rooted ate1 ande2
can never collide. Using such observations, we can devise
more clever packing-based strategies for combining forests.
As an example, consider the following strategy. Assume a
collection of independently built scheduling forests{Fi}.
Let d be the gcd of all the root nodes of all the trees in
every forest. LetFi(j), 0 ≤ j < d, denote the collection of
all subtrees rooted at a first level node (i.e., a child of the
root) in each tree within forestFi, such that the weight of
the edge connecting the subtree to the root is congruent toj
(mod d). As previously, we define the size and value ofFi(j)
assize(Fi(j)) = maxnk∈Fi(j){load(nk)}, wherenk is any leaf
node inFi(j), and value(Fi(j)) =

∑
Ck∈Fi(j) value(Ck). Fi-

nally, letF (j) denote the collection of allFi(j)’s for a fixed
value ofj. We consider three different cases of the schedul-
ing problem.

1. No subtasks.In this case, each task is a simple peri-
odic task. We are then faced with a packing problem
that can be described as:Givend collections of objects
F = {F (0), . . . , F (d − 1)}, for each collectionF (j),
0 ≤ j < d, determine a subsetF ′(j) of F (j) and a
packing ofF ′(j) in a unit capacity bin such that the
total value

∑
Fi(j)∈F ′[j] value(Fi(j) is maximized.Since

each collection an be treated independently, our prob-
lem corresponds to a traditional 0/1 knapsack optimiza-
tion problem. Thus, knapsack heuristics (e.g., algorithm
PackClips(F (j), 1)) can be used for each collection
F (j) of objects. (The set of scheduled tasks is defined
by the set of subtrees selected in the packing.)

2. gcd(ndisk, d) > 1: In this case, if we setd to be equal to
gcd(ndisk, d), then the optimization problem is the same
as in case (1). In other words, in spite of the subtasks, we
can pack subtrees of different forests, rather than packing
the entire forest. This is because, if gcd(ndisk, d) > 1
holds, then all the subtasks of a task reside in subtrees
rooted at edges (emanating from the root) with weights
that are congruent toj (mod gcd(d, ndisk)) for somej
(0 ≤ j < d).

3. Otherwise.With each forestFi, we associate ad-di-
mensional size vector (with thejth component equal to
size(Fi(j))) and a valuevalue(Fi) =

∑d
j=1 value(Fi(j)).

We are then faced with ad-dimensional variant of our
original (i.e., worst case collision) packing problem, in
which forests are packed into ad-dimensional unit ca-
pacity bin with the objective of maximizing the accumu-
lated value. Again, heuristics (likePackClips) based
on d-dimensional vector packing (Coffman et al. 1984)
can provide approximate solutions.

8 Experimental performance evaluation

8.1 Experimental testbed

For our experiments, we used two basic workload com-
ponents, modeling typical scenarios encountered in today’s
pay-per-view video servers.

– Workload #1 consisted of relatively long MPEG-1 com-
pressed videos with a duration between 90 and 120 min
(e.g., movie features). The display rate for all these

videos was equal tori = 1.5 Mbps. To model differ-
ences in video popularity, our workload comprised two
distinct regions: a “hot region” with retrieval periods be-
tween 40 and 60 min and a “cold region” with periods
between 150 and 180 min.

– Workload #2 consisted of small video clips with lengths
between 2 and 10 min (e.g., commercials or music video
clips). The display rates for these videos varied between
2 and 4 Mbps (i.e., MPEG-1 and -2 compression). Again,
clips were divided between a “hot region” with periods
between 20 and 30 min and a “cold region” with periods
between 40 and 60 min.

We experimented with each component executing in isola-
tion and with mixed workloads consisting of mixtures of
type #1 and type #2 workloads. For each experimental run,
an appropriate number of type #1 and/or type #2 video clip
requests were generated randomly, using a uniform distribu-
tion to select specific values for clip lengths, display rates,
and periods from the corresponding ranges. Note that the
ranges were actually discretized for our experiments. For
example, instead of the continuous range 90–120 we used
the set 90, 100, 110, 120. This allowed us not only to model
more realistic scenarios for our video server setting (e.g.,
support only a finite number of periods and display rates),
but also to avoid “bad” examples for our periodic scheduling
problem (e.g., periods that are relatively prime). We concen-
trated on scaleup experiments in which the number of gener-
ated video clip requests was chosen so that the total expected
storage requirements of the offered workload were approxi-
mately equal to the total storage capacity of the server. This
allowed us to effectively ignore the storage capacity con-
straint for the striping-based schemes. (For clustering, stor-
age capacities were accounted for by using the 2-dimensional
version ofPackClips (Sect. 3.2).) Once the set video clip
requests in the workload was finalized, the requests were
handed to the appropriate scheduling algorithm for each data
layout strategy to try to produce a valid schedule given the
bandwidth and storage limitations of the server. For clus-
tering and FGS, we used the 2- and 1-dimensional version
of PackClips, respectively. For CGS, we employed our
scheduling tree building algorithm (to build a collection of
trees for the given periodic requests) followed by a sim-
ple tree-packing scheme based on the “worst case collision”
assumption (described in Sect. 7). In all cases, our basic
performance metric was theeffectively scheduled disk band-
width (in Mbps); that is, the amount of the server’s disk
bandwidth that each scheduling scheme was able to utilize
effectively for the given workload. (The graphs presented in
the next section are indicative of the results obtained over
different ranges of the workload parameters.)

The results discussed in this paper were obtained assum-
ing a bandwidth capacity ofrdisk = 80 Mbps and a storage
capacity ofcdisk = 4 GB for each disk in the server. The
(worst case) disk seek time and latency were set attseek =
24 ms andtlat = 9.3 ms, respectively, and the round length
wasT = 1 s. As part of our future work, we plan to exam-
ine the effect of these parameters on the performance of our
scheduling schemes. Table 2 summarizes our experimental
parameter settings.
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Table 2. Experimental parameter settings

Disk Params.

rdisk 80 Mbps
cdisk 4 GB
tseek 24 ms
tlat 9.3 ms
T 1 s

Workload #1

li 90–120 min
Ti 40–60 , 150–180 min
ri 1.5 Mbps
No. clips 20–200
Hot clips 5%–50%

Workload #2

li 2–10 min
Ti 20–30, 40–60 min
ri 2–4 Mbps
No. clips 80–200
Hot clips 5%–50%
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8.2 Experimental results

The results of our experiments with type #1 workloads with
hot regions of 30% and 10% are shown in Fig. 12a and b,
respectively. Clearly, the CGS-based scheme outperforms
both clustering and FGS over the entire range of values for
the number of disks. Observe that, for type #1 workloads
and for the parameter values given in Table 2, the maxi-
mum number of clips that can be scheduled is limited by
the aggregate disk storage. Specifically, it is easy to see that
the maximum number of clips that can fit in a disk is 3.95
and the average number of concurrent streams for a clip is
(0.3 · 3 + 0.7 · 1) = 1.6. Thus, the maximum bandwidth that
can be utilized on a single disk for this mix of accesses is
1.6·3.95·1.5 = 9.48 Mbps. This explains the low scheduled
bandwidth output shown in Fig. 12. We should note that in
most cases our scheduling tree heuristics were able to sched-
ule the entire offered workload of clips. On the other hand,
the performance of FGS schemes quickly deteriorates as the
size of the disk array increases. This confirms our remarks
on the limited scalability of FGS in Sect. 4. The perfor-
mance of our clustering scheme under Workload #1 suffers
from the disk storage fragmentation due to the large clip
sizes. We also observe a deterioration in the performance of
clustering as the access skew increases (i.e., the size of the
hot region becomes smaller). This can be explained as fol-
lows: PackClips first tries to pack the clips that give the
highest profit (i.e., the hot clips). Thus, when the hot region
becomes smaller, the relative value of the scheduled subset
(as compared to the total workload value) decreases.

The relative performance of the three schemes for a type
#2 workload with a 50% hot region is depicted in Fig. 13a.
Again, the CGS-based scheme outperforms both Clustering
and FGS over the entire range ofndisk. Note that, compared

to type #1 workloads, the relative performance of clustering
and FGS schemes under this workload of short clips is sig-
nificantly worse. This is because both these schemes, being
unaware of the periodic nature of clip retrieval, reserve a
specific amount of bandwidth for every clipCi during every
round of lengthT . However, for clips whose length is rel-
atively small compared to their period this bandwidth will
actually be needed only for small fraction of rounds. Fig-
ure 13a clearly demonstrates the devastating effects of this
bandwidth wastage and the need for periodic scheduling al-
gorithms.

Finally, Fig. 13b depicts the results obtained for a mixed
workload consisting of 30% type #1 clips and 70% type #2
clips. CGS is once again consistently better than FGS and
clustering over the entire range of disk array sizes. Compared
to pure type #1 or #2 workloads, the clustering-based scheme
is able to exploit the non-uniformities in the mixed workload
to produce much better packings. This gives clustering a
clear win over FGS. Still, its wastefulness of disk bandwidth
for short clips does not allow it to perform at the level of
CGS.

9 Extensions

9.1 Improvements for long periods

In general, the periodTi of a clip Ci may be greater than its
lengthli. The algorithms presented in Sects. 3 and 4 for clus-
tering and FGS can be used to schedule such clips, however,
they may be unnecessarily restrictive. This is because for
clustering and FGS,PackClips reserves disk time equal
to di

rdisk
+ tlat and di

ndisk·rdisk
+ tlat, respectively, everyT

units of time for clip Ci. However, if the length the clip
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is much smaller than its period, then in everyTi time slots
the reserved disk capacity inTi − li time slots is wasted.
The effects of this bandwidth wastage and the need for pe-
riodic scheduling techniques are also demonstrated in our
experimental results in Sect. 8.2.

Under clustering and FGS, the retrieval of a clipCi can
be modeled as a collection of periodic real-time tasks with
periodTi = ni · T , where each task consists of a collection
of ci subtasks that areT time units apart and have a com-
putation time equal to the column retrieval time. (ci is the
number of columns inCi.) Note that the only difference be-
tween this task model and the one defined in Sect. 5 is that
the distance between consecutive subtasks is only one time
slot (rather thanndisk). Our scheduling tree algorithms and
the packing-based schemes for combining forests and trees
can easily be modified to deal with this case.

Obviously, to deal with the storage dimension for clus-
tering, the packing-based scheme presented in Sect. 7 needs
to become two-dimensional. That is, each forestFi is char-
acterized by a two-dimensional size vectorsi = [size1(Fi),
size2(Fi)] (similar to the one described in Sect. 3.2), where
size1(Fi) is the maximum disk bandwidth requirement of
any task scheduled withinFi and size2(Fi) is the total stor-
age requirement of all the tasks scheduled withinFi. More
formally,

size1(Fi) = maxCj∈Fi{
dj

rdisk
+tlat

T−2·tseek
} and

size2(Fi) =
∑

Cj∈Fi

lj ·rj

cdisk
.

Using these definitions, the two-dimensionalPackClips
algorithm can provide an approximate solution to the value
maximization problem for a given collection of forests. Note
that, if the number of subtasks of a taskCi is equal to
ni = Ti

T , then Ci will occupy all available time slots in a
scheduling tree. Thus, ifTi > li holds for each clipCi, our
scheme reduces exactly to the one in Sect. 3.

FGS can be handled in a similar manner. In this case,
each forestFi is characterized by a scalar (i.e.,one-dimensio-

nal) sizesize1(Fi) = maxCj∈Fi{
dj

ndisk·rdisk
+tlat

T−2·tseek
}, and forests

can be packed using one unit capacity bin.

9.2 Conventional data layout

Previously in this paper, we assumed that clips are stored on
disks using the matrix-based layout scheme. That is, each
column of a clip matrix is stored contiguously. A column
is nothing more than the total amount of data that needs to
be retrieved in a round for all concurrent display phases.
Thus, the matrix-based layout provides the nice property of
reducing the disk latency overhead within a round for all the
concurrent phases to a singletlat. On the other hand, our
scheduling and packing algorithms can also handle conven-
tional data layout schemes that do not exploit the knowledge
of retrieval periods during data layout.

Assume the conventional data layout scheme that stores
the clip data contiguously on disk (i.e., stores the clip ma-
trix in row-major order). This scheme has been the basis
of most work on CM. Letbi denote the disk bandwidth
overhead for supporting the periodic retrieval of clipCi. If
Ti ≤ li, then bi is the same under both the conventional
and the matrix-based scheme. However, ifTi > li, then

clustering and CGS requirebi =
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
( T ·ri

rdisk
+ tlat) under

conventional layout, and onlybi =
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
T ·ri

rdisk
+ tlat under

matrix-based layout. Similarly, ifTi > li, then FGS re-

quires bi =
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
( T ·ri

ndiskrdisk
+ tlat) under conventional lay-

out, and onlybi =
⌈

li
Ti

⌉
T ·ri

ndiskrdisk
+ tlat under matrix-based

layout. Thus, our packing and scheduling algorithms remain
the same oncebi and, thus,size1(Ci) = bi

T−2·tseek
are appro-

priately redefined.

9.3 Random access service

In addition to supporting EPPV service, our tree-based
scheduling algorithms can also offer support forrandom ac-
cessservice models, where resource reservations have to be
placed to allocate an independent channel for each admitted
client.

Most CM storage systems are built using the round-based
disk scheduling/buffer management algorithm described in
Sect. 2. That is, data for CM streams is retrieved into a
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buffer cache from disks in rounds of lengthT. For each
streamCi, a buffer of size 2· T · ri is reserved for the
duration of the stream and a disk time of lengthT ·ri

rdisk
+ tlat

is reserved in every round. In each round, while the stream
is consumingT · ri bits of data from the buffer cache, the
next T · ri bits of data that the stream will consume in the
next round is retrieved from disk into the buffer cache. The
optimum value ofT that maximizes the throughput depends
on the available buffer space, disk bandwidth, latency and
rates of the incoming stream requests. In order to maximize
the throughput under this basic round-based approach, the
value ofT (i.e., the length of the round) needs to be changed
dynamically depending on the incoming requests. However,
changing the value ofT dynamically complicates the system
design.

An alternative strategy for supporting continuous re-
trieval of CM data is to prefetch a constant amount, say
d bits, for each stream independent of its rate and maintain
a fixed round size. The consumption time ofd bits depends
on the rateri of a streamCi. More specifically, if we denote
this time byPi, thenPi can be estimated asPi = d

ri
. Hence,

for each streamCi, instead of prefetchingT · ri bits in ev-
ery round,d bits can be prefetched in everypi = Pi

T rounds.
Thus, in everypi rounds, d

rdisk
+ tlat time must be reserved

for a streamCi (If each clip is striped overndisk disks in a
round-robin manner, thend bits need to be retrieved from a
disk in everyndisk · pi roundsm and in this case we denote
this number of rounds bypi). Prefetchingd bits in everypi

rounds ensures that streamCi will have sufficient data to
display the corresponding clip continuously. This length is
independent of a stream’s rate and constant for each stream.
Moreover, in order to reduce the buffer space requirement
of a stream from 2·d to d+T ·ri, one needs to schedule each
retrieval for Ci exactly pi units apart. Thus, this approach
results in a collection of simple periodic tasks.

In this alternative approach, for each disk (there arendisk

disks in the case of CGS or Clustering and one “big” disk in
case of FGS),T−2·tseek

d
rdisk

+tlat
scheduling trees can be maintained.

When a new streamCi arrives, the admission controller can
check whetherCi can be inserted into any of the schedul-
ing trees and whether there isd + T · ri bits of buffer space
to reserve forCi, and if this is the case, streamCi can be
admitted. The scheduling tree ensures that the data retrieval
for each stream within the tree will never collide in the same
round with the data retrieval for another stream in the tree.
On the other hand, the data retrieval for a stream in one
tree may collide in a round with the one of another stream
in another tree. However, the number of data retrievals that
collide in a round will never exceedT−2·tseek

d
rdisk

+tlat
, since only so

many trees are maintained for each disk. Since each round
has enough capacity for retrievingT−2·tseek

d
rdisk

+tlat
· d bits from

a disk, this approach ensures that each streamCi will al-
ways have sufficient data to display the corresponding clip
continuously, while requiring onlyd + T · ri buffer space.

Example 5.Consider a single disk system withrdisk = 40
Mbps, tlat = 9.3 ms andtseek = 14 ms. Suppose that the
value ofT is set to 1 s inboth approaches. Letd be 1.5 Mb.
Suppose that for a while all the incoming requests have a

rate of r1 = 1.5 Mbps. Both schemes will support approx-
imately 21 requests. Now, let us assume after a while all
the incoming requests have a rate ofr2 = 28.8 Kbps. If the
value ofT is not changed in the basic round-based scheme,
this scheme can support approximately 99 requests with rate
r2. On the other hand, the scheduling-tree based approach
can support 1092 requests with rater2.

10 Conclusions and future research directions

In this paper, we have addressed the resource-scheduling
and data organization problems associated with supporting
EPPV service in their most general form; that is, for clips
with possibly different display rates, periods, lengths. We
studied three different approaches to utilizing multiple disks:
clustering, FGS, and CGS. In each case, the periodic na-
ture of the EPPV service model raises a host of interest-
ing resource-scheduling problems. For clustering and FGS,
we presented a knapsack formulation that allowed us to ob-
tain a provably near-optimal heuristic with low polynomial
time complexity. However, both these data layout schemes
have serious drawbacks: clustering can suffer from severe
storage and bandwidth fragmentation, and FGS incurs high
disk latency overheads that limit its scalability. CGS, on the
other hand, avoids these problems but requires sophisticated
hard real-time scheduling methods to support periodic re-
trieval. Specifically, we showed the EPPV scheduling prob-
lem for CGS to be a generalization of the periodic mainte-
nance scheduling problem (Wei and Liu 1983) and devel-
oped a number of novel concepts and algorithmic solutions
to address the issues involved. We also presented a prelim-
inary set of experimental results that verified our expecta-
tions about the average performance of the three schemes:
clustering can lead to fragmentation and underutilization of
resources and the performance of FGS does not scale lin-
early in the number of disks due to increased latencies. Our
novel tree-based algorithm for CGS emerged as the clear
winner under a variety of randomly generated workloads.
Finally, we demonstrated that the novel resource-scheduling
framework developed in this paper is powerful enough to
handle a number of different multimedia-related scheduling
problems.

The EPPV service model and the scheduling tree frame-
work proposed in this paper suggest several directions for
future research.
(1) Handling task release/departure dates.The schemes pre-
sented in this paper are based on the assumption that the
periodic tasks corresponding to the retrieval of clips from
the EPPV server are all available to be scheduled at time 0.
Furthermore, the tasks arepermanent, in the sense that, once
scheduled, they will not depart from the system (at least, not
until the server decides to reschedule its offerings). In real
life, however, the clip retrievals will have specificrelease
anddeparturedates that limit their lifetime in the playback
program. For example, the offering of an R-rated presenta-
tion should probably be limited to the evening hours (e.g.,
9pm to 5am). A possible solution using the existing methods,
would be to construct multiple scheduling trees for differ-
ent time intervals (based on expected releases/departures)
and then constrain the algorithm that combines trees to only
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combine trees for the same interval. A more general ap-
proach would be to try to directly incorporate the concept
of release and departure dates in the scheduling tree struc-
ture. The main idea is that the scheduling structure needs
some way of accounting fortemporary periodic tasks that
are active only during specific time intervals. This essen-
tially corresponds to an extension of our model of periodic
real-time tasks, where theoffering of a clip itself can be ei-
ther periodic (e.g., daily 9pm–5am) or one-shot (e.g., a live
debate on November 12). Designing scheduling structures
and algorithms for this extended task model is a challenging
and important problem for future research.
(2) Incorporating memory buffering.The schemes presented
in this paper assume that: (1) the minimum possible amount
of buffering is provided to each active stream; and, (2) the
buffering constraint can never be the bottleneck when decid-
ing the subset of the clips to schedule (i.e., there will always
be enough buffers to support the clips chosen). When server
memory is scarce, assumption (2) may not be valid. In such
cases, the buffering constraint can be incorporated in our
scheduling framework by viewing buffer requirements as an
additional dimension to the “size” of a clip. Our schemes
can then be readily extended using avector-packingfor-
mulation, as in the 2-dimensionalPackClips algorithm9 .
Note that the buffer constraint can be ignored if the buffer
size is at least 2· T · rdisk · ndisk. The situation is much
more interesting when assumption (1) is invalid. The exis-
tence of additional memory buffers allows the clip retrieval
tasks some flexibility, in the sense that data for a stream
can be retrieved within a range of several rounds (rather
than the round right before its consumption). This flexibil-
ity suggests connections to traditional real-time scheduling
problems, like thepinwheel problem(Chan and Chin 1993)
or distance-constrained task scheduling(Han et al. 1996). If
this additional buffer memory is shared among streams, then
a number of interesting issues arise with respect to buffer
management policies.
(3) Better heuristics for building scheduling trees.Although
our experiments have shown that the greedyBuildTree
heuristic performs very well for sets of periods typically en-
countered in EPPV practice, we have not been able to obtain
theoretical bounds on its worst case performance. Obtaining
such bounds is an interesting open problem. Also, it may be
reasonable to assume that additional information on the clip
retrieval periods is known. For example, the scheduler may
have access to the (canonical)prime factorizations(Knuth
1981) of all periods. In other situations, the scheduler may
be allowed some flexibility in the sense that it canmodify the
given clip retrieval periods within prespecified bounds (e.g.,
± 20%). A natural question that arises is whether it is possi-
ble to design better heuristic algorithms that take advantage
of such extra information and scheduling flexibilities.
(4) Incorporating different retrieval strategies.The simple
model of round-based C-SCAN retrieval with a fixed com-
mon round lengthT described in Sect. 2 is just one possible
retrieval strategy. Many other strategies that have been pro-
posed in the literature (e.g., the GSS scheme (Chen et al.
1993) that tries to optimize buffer usage) can be readily

9 Of course, the same approach can be used for other potential resource
bottlenecks, e.g., network bandwidth.

incorporated into our framework. More complicated prob-
lems arise when the differences in the clip display rates are
such thatdifferent round lengthshave to be used for dif-
ferent clips in order to use disks and memory effectively.
For example, clips with small rates should use large round
lengths to reduce the disk bandwidth wasted to latency over-
heads, whereas clips with large rates should use smaller
round lengths to reduce their buffer requirements. Handling
different round lengths requires significant and non-trivial
extensions to our scheduling tree framework and methodol-
ogy.
(5) Dealing with variable bit-rate (VBR) data.The schemes
presented in this paper can deal with VBR data using stan-
dard techniques. For example, the server can push data for
clip Ci at a constant rateri and sufficient buffer space is al-
located at the client to smooth variations with respect tori.
Note that, by the nature of EPPV service, different display
phases of the same clip will typically (assuming the clip’s
period is smaller than its length) overlap in time, and, conse-
quently, share resources such as disk bandwidth and buffer
space. This presents possibilities for additional optimizations
for VBR data under EPPV, by controling the overlap of con-
current streams on the same clip to reduce their combined
resource requirements (e.g., overlapping bandwidth “peaks”
in one phase with “valleys” in another). Exploring such op-
timizations is left as an open issue for future research.
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Appendix

Proofs of theoretical results

Proof of Lemma 3.1.First observe that, by the specific form
of clip values and sizes, the inequalitypi ≥ pj is equiv-
alent to value(Ci) ≥ value(Cj), and it is also equivalent to
size(Ci) ≥ size(Cj).

Consider the heuristicH1 that always selects thefirst
ndisk bins from the first-fit packing described inPack-
Clips. Obviously,PackClips will always do at least as
good asH1; that isVH ≥ VH1. Consider the clips in order
of decreasing value density (which is also decreasingsize)
and letCm be the first clip placed in thendisk + 1th bin by
H1. At that point in time, the following observations can be
made.

1. Each of the firstndisk bins isat least half-full(by virtue
of first-fit and decreasing clipsiześ).

2. The bin capacity filled up to now byH1 was filled at a
value density that is greater than or equal to the density
that the optimal algorithm would use to fill the corre-
sponding part of the bin(s) (by the order of clip place-
ment).

Let VH1(m) denote the total value of the firstm − 1
clips in the list (already packed in the firstndisk bins). By
observations (1) and (2) it is clear that the remaining capacity
at that point cannot contribute more thanVH1(m) to the
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optimal solution. From this and observation (2) we conclude
that

VOPT ≤ VH1(m) + VH1(m) ≤ 2 · VH1 ≤ 2 · VH .

Proof of Lemma 3.2.We extend the length functionl() (de-
fined in Sect. 3.2) to sets ofd-dimensional vectorsS as
follows: Let w =

∑
v∈S v, thenl(S) = max1≤i≤d{w[i]} (i.e.,

the maximum component of the vector sum of all elements
of S). The following result establishes an important property
of the vector length function that is used in our worst case
analysis. Its proof is based on a “pigeonhole argument” (see,
for example, Garofalakis and Ioannidis 1996).

Proposition A.1. Let S be a collection ofd-dimensional
vectors and letS1, . . . , Sn be any partition of S. Then,∑n

i=1 l(Si)
d

≤ l(S) ≤
n∑

i=1

l(Si) .

Consider the items in order of decreasing value density
and letCm be the first item that is placed in thendisk+1th bin
by PackClips. Let Bj , Sj denote the fraction of bandwidth
and storage capacity (respectively) of thej-th disk (1≤ j ≤
ndisk) that is used by clips mapped onto that disk. We also
usedj to describe the vector with componentsBj andSj .

The first-fit rule used by our heuristic ensures that when
Cm is pushed to the extra disk we have

max{Bj + sm[1], Sj + sm[2]} > 1

for every diskj = 1, . . . , ndisk.
Since decreasing value density implies decreasing values

for si[1] and si[2] ≤ 1
2, the above condition implies that

Bj > 1 − 1
2

or Sj > 1 − 1
2

or, equivalently:l(dj) > 1
2 for every diskj = 1, . . . , ndisk.

Let SH denote the sets of clips packed in the firstndisk

bins by our heuristic. LetSOPT be the set of clips sched-
uled by an optimal policy. Consider the partitions of these
two setsS1

H , . . . , Sndisk

H andS1
OPT , . . . , Sndisk

OPT produced by
our heuristic and the optimal policy, respectively. We also
use these symbols to represent the corresponding collection
of size vectors (i.e.,Sj

H is also the collection of size vec-
tors packed in thej-th disk). Using Proposition A.1 and the
analysis outlined in the previous paragraph, it is easy to see
that

ndisk ≥
ndisk∑
j=1

l(Sj
OPT ) ≥ 1

2
·

∑
Ci∈SOP T

l(si), and

ndisk

2
<

ndisk∑
j=1

l(Sj
H ) ≤

∑
Ci∈SH

l(si) ,

which implies∑
Ci∈SH

l(si) >
1
4

·
∑

Ci∈SOP T

l(si).

Thus, if we consider the optimal solution as a “bin” with
total capacity of

∑
Ci∈SOP T

l(si), the above inequality guar-
antees that thePackClips heuristic will fill up more than

1/4-th of that capacity (before placing a clip in diskndisk+1).
Further, by the order of clip placement, we know that that
1/4-th was filled at themaximum possible densityfor the
given set of clips. Thus, the total “capacity” of the optimal
solution cannot possibly contribute more than 4· value(SH )
to the total value. This obviously implies the result.

Proof of Lemma 5.1.Assume that the retrieval ofCi from
a particular disk is initiated at time slotti. Then, the slots
(partially) occupied by the retrieval ofCi from that disk are
given by the equationt = ti + k · ni + j · ndisk, wherek ≥ 0

and 0≤ j <
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
.

Thus, giventi, the slots for clipCi are characterized by
a set of≥ 1 moduli: uij = t modni = (ti + jndisk) modni

for 0 ≤ j <
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
. The Chinese Remainder Theorem can

now be directly used to obtain the result.

Proof of Lemma 5.2.Our proof uses the following ancil-
lary result, which is a direct consequence of theGeneralized
Chinese Remainder Theorem(Knuth 1981). It provides nec-
essary and sufficient conditions under which collisions will
occur in a fixed schedule of periodic clip retrieval tasks.

Lemma A.1. Consider a specific disk and letti denote the
start time for the retrieval ofCi and n = lcm(n1, . . . , nN )
(i.e., the least common multiple ofn1, . . . , nN ). Also,

let uij = (ti + j · ndisk) modni for 0 ≤ j <
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
.

Then, in any interval of lengthn (after all retrievals are
initiated) there exists exactly one time slot where all re-
trievals collide if and only if for all 1 ≤ i < k ≤ N ,
uij ≡ ukl (mod gcd(ni, nk)) for some combination of

0 ≤ j <
⌈

ci

ndisk

⌉
and 0≤ l <

⌈
ck

ndisk

⌉
.

Observe that, by its definition,αi is exactly the number
of distinct moduli ( mod gcd(n1, n2)) that are “occupied” by
the retrieval of clipCi. To see this, assume that the re-
trieval of Ci is initiated at some time slotx. Then the
pattern of the time slots occupied byCi (mod gcd(n1, n2))
will start repeating itself as soon as the conditionx +
k · ndisk ≡ x (mod gcd(n1, n2)) is satisfied, or equiva-
lently k · ndisk = multiple(gcd(n1, n2)). This equality will
be satisfied for the first time when the right-hand side
equals lcm(ndisk, gcd(n1, n2)), i.e., the least common mul-
tiple of ndisk and gcd(n1, n2). Thus, the number of dis-
tinct moduli (modgcd(n1, n2)) occupied by Ci is either

k = lcm(ndisk,gcd(n1,n2))
ndisk

= gcd(ni,nj )
gcd(ni,nj ,ndisk) (using the iden-

tity lcm(x, y) = x·y
gcd(x,y) ) or

⌈
ni

ndisk

⌉
, whichever is smaller.

Also observe that by the form of the retrieval patterns, these
αi moduli occupied byCi are regularly spaced (ndisk(mod
gcd(n1, n2)) time slots apart).

Thus, it is easy to see that, if the conditionα1 + α2 ≤
gcd(n1, n2) is satisfied, then it is always possible to “shift”
one of the patterns so that no collisions occur. On the other
hand, if α1 + α2 > gcd(n1, n2) then a simple “pigeonhole
argument” shows that the moduli equality in Lemma A.1 will
always be satisfied (for some combination ofl andj). Hence,
the retrievals ofC1 andC2 will collide. This completes the
proof.
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Proof of Lemma 5.3.The proof proceeds in a manner exactly
similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2 (using the observation that
gcd(ni, nj) = k for all i /= j).

Correctness of algorithmBuildEquidTree. The correct-
ness ofBuildEquidTree relies on the following claim.
Given a set of tasks, there is a collision-free schedule, if the
tasks can be partitioned intondisk partitions such that the
following conditions hold.

1. For each partition, there is an integerd, which is a mul-
tiple of ndisk, that divides the periods of all the tasks in
that partition.

2. Each partition can be further partitioned into subparti-
tions such that the following hold.
2.1 The first subtasks of any pair of tasksCi and Cj

in each subpartition can be scheduled collision-free
in time slots ui and uj such thatui mod d

ndisk
=

uj mod d
ndisk

holds.

2.2
∑ d

ndisk
−1

j=0 sj
max ≤ d

ndisk
, where sj

max is the maxi-
mum of the number of subtasks of any task in the
subpartition.

We will now prove that, if tasks can be partitioned such
that if Conditions 1 and 2 hold, one can generate a collision-
free schedule by modifying eachui in each partitionj,
0 ≤ j < ndisk, by u′

i = j + ui · ndisk. Obviously, the
subtasks of tasks within subpartitions of different partitions
cannot collide. This is because for any pair of subtasksCi

and Cj in a partition,u′
i modndisk = u′

j modndisk holds,
where u′

i and u′
j are the time slots in which subtasks

Ci and Cj are scheduled, respectively. Since the distance
between two consecutive subtasks of a task isndisk, all
the subtasks of a task will be in the same partition (i.e.,
u′

i modndisk = (u′
i + j · ndisk) modndisk, 0 ≤ j < si).

Due to Condition 2.1, the first subtasks within the same
subpartition do not collide. Furthermore, Condition 2.1 im-
plies that for any pair of tasksCi and Cj in a subparti-

tion, u′
i modd−u′

i modndisk

ndisk
=

u′
j modd−u′

j modndisk

ndisk
holds. Let us

enumerate the subpartitions of a partition by the value of
u′

i modd−u′
i modndisk

ndisk
, whereu′

i the time slot in which the first
subtask of a taskCi in that subpartition is scheduled. Since
u′

i modd−u′
i modndisk

ndisk
and (u′

i+ndisk)modd−(u′
i+ndisk)modndisk

ndisk
dif-

fer only by one, in such a schedule, the subtasks of a task
will be in consecutive subpartitions of a partition. Once the
first subtask of a taskCi is scheduled in a subpartition, due to
Condition 2.2, we can ensure that in the nextsi −1 subparti-
tions none of the tasks’ first subtask is scheduled, we ensure
that none of the subtasks of the tasks scheduled within a
subpartition will collide with any of the subtasks scheduled
within a different subpartition of the same partition. Further-
more, it is straightforward to prove that, if the first subtasks
of two tasks are scheduled within the same subpartitionj
without collision, none of their subtasks will collide provided
that none of the tasks’ first subtask is scheduled in the next
sj

max − 1 subpartitions.


